Welcome to a place where your ideas
lead to something big.
www.bosch-career.pl

Let’s be remarkable.

Start something big today. Apply now for position:

SAP PP Consultant
Location: Warsaw
Do you want beneficial technologies being shaped by your ideas? Whether in the areas of mobility solutions, consumer goods,
industrial technology or energy and building technology – with us, you will have the chance to improve quality of life all across
the globe. Welcome to Bosch.
Whether in areas of automated mobility, Internet of Things, Smart Home solutions with innovatiove ideas we are keep setting new standards to create
integrated future. This is only possible with the help of a global network of more than 410,000 highly committed employees, with pioneers who break
new technological ground every day. So why not join us in starting something remarkable?

Your contribution to something big:




International strategic customer consulting in the
process area
Fruitful co-operation with Process Managers in the
respective Bosch divisions worldwide taking into account
different interests and economic aspects
Leading/collaboration in SAP development and
roll-out projects

What distinguishes you:












6 to 8 years of working experience and knowledge in
PP Planning and PP Execution process
Working experience on REM Manufacturing (MTO, MTS)
and Discrete Manufacturing (MTO, MTS, ETO, ATO)
Working experience in PP Master Data, Customizing,
DP, S&OP, LTP, MRP, Batch Management,
Revision Level, ECM changes, Variant configuration, KANBAN
Experience in requirement gathering, scoping, functional,
integration and regression testing
Past experience in implementation, rollout and support projects
Integration topics with MM (MM SA, Purchase requisition,
subcontracting, period opening), LE (TR, TO, Storage areas,
Picking, material staging), FICO (period opening, PCC run),
QM (inspection Type - 03, 04)
Good to have worked with MES, Web services, RFID
Basic De-bugging and understanding of technical concepts,
LSMW, BDC
Document functional designs, test cases and results
Fluent German speaking skills

Benefits:





More about
benefits
Secure employment based on contract of employment
Working in a dynamic environment in international culture
Broad access to trainings, conferences and webinars
Private medical care, sport pass, co-financing lunches, language and other training

Please send your application with this link: https://tiny.pl/gztdt

Meet
our team

